KNOX THIS SIGN

Remember:

Safe.

of room when passing. Only pass when legal and give three seconds warning (at least 120 feet away) before passing. Slow down nearest moving vehicle, then signal and pass. Slow down and give the road right of way a wide berth.

HORSES ARE NOT MACHINES

The sign should alert motor vehicles to construction equipment and animal-drawn vehicles. This is a slow-moving vehicle sign and should be

THIS SIGN MEANS CAUTION

HORSES ARE NOT MACHINES

KNOW "CLOSES THIS"

EVEN THE FASTEST HORES IS SLOW

RURAL ROADS ARE NOT CITY STREETS
RURAL ROADS ARE NOT CITY STREETS

Since a year

Dale's a year

Roads: on average, more than 120 buggies per mile.

On rural roads, there are more horses than cars, and the speed limit is 30 mph. This means that drivers need to be especially cautious around horse-drawn vehicles. Horse-drawn vehicles move slower than cars, and it's important to allow them plenty of space to maneuver. In some cases, horses may be pulling loads or carrying passengers, so it's important to be patient and give them room to move. Always be prepared for the unexpected and keep your speed low to ensure the safety of all drivers on the road.